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Speed Reading is a method of reading rapidly by assimilating several words or

phrases at a glance. The basic concept of speed reading is to accelerate a

person's current reading speed by first eliminating bad reading practices such as

sounding words out loud to oneself, re-scanning over passages already read,

and other habits. Speed Reading helps you to read and understand text more

quickly. It is an essential skill in any environment where you have to master large

volumes of information quickly, as is the norm in college life. According to

research, reading is less than 20% eye movement and more than 80% a thinking

process (Mukerjea, 1996). But in order to read well, we need to know how to

move our eyes across the pages. Once your eyes learn how to move correctly,

your brain will simply gobble up the information on the pages. And that is called

Speed Reading: Reading Faster = Understanding Faster; Reading More =

Understanding More.

The early development of Speed Reading can be traced back to discovery by U.

S. Air Force. Using tachistoscope, the U.S. Air Force soon discovered that they

could flash four words simultaneously on the screen at rates of one five-

hundredth of a second with full recognition by the reader. This training

demonstrated clearly that, with some work, reading speeds could be increased

from reading rates to skimming rates. Not only could they be increased but the

improvements were made by improving visual processing. Reasoning that the

perceptual ability of the eyes had been vastly underrated, Speed Reading

courses and books have since been developed promising the consumer higher

increases in reading speed, with high comprehension.

What is Speed Reading?

History of Speed Reading
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Most people, when they are children (including the author of this handbook), are

told to “read slowly and carefully”. This is bad advice, because it slows down your

brain, and you will end up reading slowly and carelessly instead. Most of us

reads at 200 to 240 WPM (Words Per Minute) and understands only 50% to 70%

of the material read. It has been estimated by the United Nations that a

professional in most fields needs to be able to read at 400 Words Per Minute in

order to keep abreast of what is happening in their field. The comprehension at

this speed is in the range of 70% to 80%.

Bad Reading Practices:
This is how most people read before they have been trained to read correctly.

1. They jump from word to word.

2. They pause too long between each word.

3. They “backskip”, e.g. go back to what they have already gone over.

4. They “”wander”, e.g. pause too long at a word, perhaps due to daydreaming.

Please refer to Figure 1 for visual description on bad reading practices. Slow

reader read one word at a time, with unconscious back-skipping, visual

wandering, and pausing (also known as fixation).

Reading Problems
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Figure 1: Bad Reading Practice

Figure 2: Speed Reading Practice
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Your eye has around 130 million light receptors out of which 110 million are used

for peripheral vision. This means that your eye can see not simply one word at a

time, as most people believe, but several words at a time. After you get used to

reading correctly, your eyes will be able to see large clusters of words on the

page, for your brain to process the information swiftly.

Principles of Speed Reading:

1. Using a Visual Guide.

a) It is not wrong to use your finger as a guide when reading. However, your

finger could slow you down later when your reading speed shoots up,

because your hand would cover some of the words on the lines below.

b) Use a pointer (e.g. pencil) instead, gliding it under the line (beneath the

words you are reading), just above the page, at a steady pace, without

tapping. The use of visual guide will increase reading speed by as much

as 100 per cent, while also improving comprehension, understanding,

and memory. The guide focuses attention, encourages the eye to keep

moving in a smooth and rhythmical fashion, and discourages the bad

habits of pausing, backskipping and wandering.

c) Your eyes will follow the pointer, thus allowing you to read faster and

more efficiently. Your eyes will read at the same speed the pointer moves.

However, if you move the pointer to fast, your eyes will just literally skim

through everything and you wouldn’t be actually reading. This is called

pretending to speed read.

d) It is also far more effective than a card moved down the page under each

line, because the visual guide emphasise the horizontal movement of

reading, whereas the card only identifies one whole line. The print below

the words being read is moreover left clear for the peripheral vision to get

a preview of what is coming.

How to Speed Read
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2. Do not read word-for-word. Read cluster or groups, of words at a time.

Peripheral vision can easily take care of this.

3. Stop subvocalisation / talking to yourself. Subvocalization is saying the words

softly as you read or simply opening your mouth or mouthing the words. This

bad habit keeps yourself from reading the entire text freely and to relish its

meaning. Subvocalisation only makes you read word for word. Here are a few

ways to keep this habit to a minimum:

a) Chew gum or hum while you read. This occupies muscles used to

subvocalisation.

b) Place a finger on your lips when you read which is just like silencing

someone.

4. Keep moving FORWARD. Do not backskip.

5. Keep your eyes, and your mind, on the page. No wandering.

6. Eliminating the pauses (fixations) between words.

a) You should now be reading groups of words at a time. Many untrained

readers pause between words for more than one second. You can easily

reduce this to 1/4 to 1/2 second between clusters of words.

b) Do not read sentence for the individual meaning of each word, but for the

meaning of the phrases in which the words are contained.

c) Refer to Figure 2 for visual description on correct Speed Reading

practices.

7. Select a quiet place to read, making sure that the lighting is bright and natural

if possible. Your breathing should be even and mind calm.

8. State purpose for reading.
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9. Study the table of contents as if it is a road map to understand what is coming

up next.

10.Read the chapter title and subheadings first and then dive in.

11.Sit upright, feet flat on the floor, your reading material resting on a surface

ideally at a 20°angle to the horizontal, and about 20 inches away from your

eyes.

12.Ask question whilst reading too keep you remain alert.

13.Take regular breaks, especially if studying or researching.

a) Take 3 to 5 minutes break every 35 to 45 minutes.

b) But don’t be tempted to slide off and watch TV for an hour or so.

14.However speed reading is only good if you just need an outline. if you need to

understand the in-depth context and if you must understand it fully, you might

want to reconsider speed reading. The safest way would just to read it slowly

so you can understand it much clearer. Reading something once slowly is

faster than reading something quickly, not understanding it, then reading it

again.

15.Slow down for material that is written for the ear rather the eye, e.g. poetry,

plays, etc.
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